LET THE ADVENTURE BEGIN.

Introducing the next generation of fishing tools. Multi-functional to provide the most utility in the least amount of space. Painstakingly designed, tested and built to minimize strain and fatigue. Gerber fishing tools are made to extend your adventure anywhere and everywhere you dare to tread. **FISH BEYOND.**
MAGNIPLIER™ 7.5" Pliers
Get a grip on the unexpected. Swift power is on hand with the durable, hot-forged Magnipliers. The ergonomic trigger grip is offset to keep line of sight in tight spaces, while the finger choil offers maximum control. The thumb lock and ambidextrous tether points ensure safe stowage and transport while on the move.

BEARHAND CONTROL™
ERGONOMIC CONTROL SYSTEM
- FINGER CHOIL
- ANGLED SHAPE/OFF AXIS
- OPTIMIZED SPACE BETWEEN HANDLES FOR MAXIMUM FORCE

LINEDRIVER™ Multi-Tool
Keep the line in the water. The compact, dual-ended LineDriver has everything needed to simplify line management: one end rotates to quickly tie knots and clear eyelets, the other end features a crimper, hook threader, and scissor snips. A pocket clip and tether point keep the tool secured for easy access.

FUNCTIONS
1. SPINNING LINE VISE
2. TETHER RING
3. EYELET CLEARING SPIKE
4. HOOK THREADER
5. SCISSOR SNIPS
6. SPLIT SHOT CRIMPER
**NEW** Controller™ Fillet Knife System (6", 8", 10")

Make short work of messy business.
The Controller Fillet Knife System is designed for clean, smooth cuts with a flexible blade that provides just the right amount of give.
The intuitive Guidefins™ & tactile HydroTread Grip™ offer ultimate control of the knife, even in slippery conditions.

**NEW** Gutsy™ Gut Scoop Scaler

When the tacklebox isn’t a reality, the slim Gutsy is an on-the-go solution that is ready when opportunity strikes. Designed to be efficiently stored and intuitively used, this solid state tool offers 4 essential functions to get the job done.

**NEW** FreeHander™ Nip & Clip

The FreeHander lives up to its name, offering one-hand engagement when cutting and securing line. The wide paddle design gives intuitive purchase in cold or wet conditions, and moveable parts provide a custom fit. Optimized for use with Mono & Fluorocarbon line.

**NEW** Supervise Tech™

Patented pivoting retention clip for maximum control.

**BearHand Control™**

Ergonomic control system
- Finger jimping
- Contoured handle
- Solid state

**HydroTread Grip™**

Engineered for traction, it has raised sections that channel moisture away for unsurpassed grip that’s easy to clean.

**Hanging Box 31-003338 6" Fine Edge**

**Hanging Box 31-003340 8" Fine Edge**

**Hanging Box 31-003342 10" Fine Edge**

Products shown are not to scale.
**NEW PROCESSOR™ TAKE-A-PART SHEARS**  
Whether on the boat or the shore, you need a tool that can do it all. The Processor Take-A-Part shears work as a cohesive unit and as independent tools; creativity and control collide in this revolutionary design.

**NEW BACKERCARD 31-ØØ3299 LARGE & COMPACT BACKERCARD 31-ØØ3272**

**HYDROTREAD GRIP™**  
ENGINEERED FOR TRACTION, IT HAS RAISED SECTIONS THAT CHANNEL MOISTURE AWAY FOR UNSURPASSED GRIP THAT’S EASY TO CLEAN.

**NEW NEAT FREAK™ BRAIDED LINE CUTTERS**

Don’t get caught in the fray; cutting with precision was a key design influence of the Neat Freak Braided Line Cutters. Micro serrated blades partner with BearHand Control™ to deliver ergonomic confidence in hand.

**NEW BEARHAND CONTROL™**  
ERGONOMIC CONTROL SYSTEM  
- FOREFINGER PAD  
- FULL TANG  
- PRECISION PADDLE™

**NEW DEFENDER™ TETHER [LARGE & COMPACT]**

The Defender Tether offers a carabiner designed to fit on-finger for intuitive control and tension relief. Multiple carrying options keep the tool securely fastened while on the move, and easily accessible when needed.

**FUNCTIONS**

1. SECURES TETHER W/ LANYARD HOLE + RETENTION CLIP  
2. TIP CONTROL CARABINER TO RELEASE TENSION + SECURE GEAR  
3. PATENTED SIDE RELEASE LOCK W/ OVERRIDE  
4. PATENTED LINE VISES [LEFT + RIGHT]
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